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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction
The goal of this project was to improve the thermal energy extraction of attic inlet

heated broiler houses. In order to design enhancements for the attic space, an
understanding of where opportunities for improvement exist must be established. The
temperature and flow fields of the attic space needs to be known to locate these
opportunities. Computational simulations can be used to determine these fields;
however, without experimental data, the reality of the simulation cannot be verified.
This section describes the development and implementation of a data acquisition
system to measure the thermal environment of the attic in a commercial broiler house.
The boundary conditions and temperature field were recorded for a single best case
scenario fan cycle during a time of the year when supplemental heat is valuable.
Previous investigations of the thermal environment of attic inlet heated broiler
houses have assumed that the thermal characteristics were primarily uniform. Very few
sample points were used to evaluate the temperature of the attic space using this
assumption (Purswell and Lott, 2007; Czarick and Fairchild, 2007; Donald, et al., 2008).
The attic space temperature distribution for an ordinary broiler house (non-attic inlet
heated) was investigated by Scarborough and Collins (1986). At the center of the attic
space, three thermocouples were arranged upward from the ceiling insulation, at 0, 0.61,
1

and 1.37 m. Scarborough and Collins (1986) found that on a hot day in July, thermal
stratification of at least 6.4 °C existed in the attic space. Temperature distribution within
the attic space of an attic inlet heated broiler house has not been evaluated and may affect
placement of inlets for maximum energy extraction.
1.2

Alternative Heat Sources
Other possible energy sources exist for heating the air in a broiler house. Forced

air furnaces can be used instead of radiant brooders; however, furnaces still require the
input of costly fossil fuels. Heating solutions which use potentially cheaper renewable
energy sources include biofuel furnaces and solar heat. In addition to reducing fossil fuel
dependence, solar heat also has an additional advantage over radiant brooders. Solar heat
reduces the moisture content of the interior air because fuel is not burned and moisture is
not created as a byproduct of combustion (Purswell and Lott, 2007).
Research into solar heating of broiler facilities has been ongoing for several
decades. As a first step to investigating the viability of solar heat utilization, Flood et al.
(1979) evaluated the brooding energy needs of poultry facilities. They found that
brooding energy use could be as much as 12 times greater in winter than in summer. This
large disparity in heating needs makes the design of a solar heat system which is useful
throughout the year difficult. Brewer et al. (1981) and Flood et al. (1979) showed that
solar heat could provide a significant portion of the brooding energy needs of broiler
chickens by first using computer simulations and then designing and testing a solar hot
water heating system for broiler houses.
Later efforts to extract solar heat for use in heating agricultural buildings have
ranged from relatively simple retrofits to complete building redesigns. Two complete
2

building systems designed by Rokeby et al. (1981) and Timmons et al. (1987) took
similar approaches to the collection and storage of solar heat. Both systems used rock
beds to store heat for nighttime heating and used air as the heat transfer fluid. The
differences lay in the location of the solar collectors. Timmons’ “double solar attic”
system used an attic designed to act as a glazed collector while Rokeby’s system used
solar collectors mounted on the side of a separate building. While these systems
succeeded in providing most of the needed heat energy for the broiler house;
implementation of these techniques has been limited due to prohibitive economics.
Many modern poultry houses have separate drop ceiling attic spaces which are
insulated from the rest of the house. A simple method of providing solar heat can be
accomplished by tempering minimum ventilation inlet air by using the attic space. This
method is known as attic inlet ventilation. Solar radiation on the metal roof causes
elevated temperatures within the attic space. Negative pressure minimum ventilation fans
pull air first through the eaves and ridge cap of the attic space, then through actuated
ceiling inlets, and then into the brood chamber. Attic inlet ventilation has a low initial
investment and can be retrofitted into existing buildings.
A number of demonstration projects (Purswell and Lott, 2007; Czarick and
Fairchild, 2007; Donald, et al., 2008) have suggested that attic inlets may decrease the
amount of fuel required to raise minimum ventilation air to set point temperature.
Purswell and Lott (2007) found that attic inlet air temperature was at least 6° C warmer
than outside air 86.6% of the time during a single winter flock. While this attic inlet
study examined the exhaust temperatures of the attic space, the thermal distribution of the
entire attic space has yet to be examined.
3

Little attention has been given to the configuration of the attic space and its
influence on thermal energy extraction. An attic inlet ventilation system which
considered attic space configuration was investigated by Hellickson (1973). Thermal
output and air distribution patterns produced by a bovine attic inlet system were recorded.
Inlet air was selectively pulled from different regions of the attic space according to
heating and cooling needs. The east-west oriented building setup extracted winter
heating air from the sunny south side of the attic while summer air was extracted from the
shaded north side of the attic. Ventilation air pulled from the north side of the attic was
roughly the same temperature as outside temperature, while air pulled from the south side
of the attic caused an increase in indoor animal space temperature of 2.4° C. This design
demonstrated that the addition of simple diverters to the attic space could selectively
modify the thermal properties of inlet air.
1.3

Research Objectives
The main objective of this research was to design improvements for the attic

space of a broiler house which improve the extraction of solar heat during attic inlet
ventilation. In order to accomplish this objective, the following steps were taken:
1. Experimentally determine a test case thermal distribution of an attic inlet
heated broiler house for use in the development and verification of a
computational model.
2. Design an attic computational fluid dynamics model which reasonably
replicates the experimental results.
3. Using observed areas of inefficiency, design, test, and optimize changes to
the attic configuration which improve solar heat extraction.
4

It was hypothesized that a carefully implemented computer model could be used
to determine the relative energy outputs of various attic design iterations and eliminate
the need for multiple costly field studies.
1.4

Ventilation Definitions
Supplemental heat is needed most in a broiler house when young chickens are

present. This time period is known a brooding. The ventilation scheme which is most
common during brooding is “minimum ventilation”. The purpose of minimum
ventilation is to control moisture and contaminant levels within the building by bringing
in fresh ambient air and exhausting interior air. The minimum ventilation fans exhaust
air from the building. Air enters the building either through actuated sidewall vents or (in
the case of attic inlet ventilation) through actuated ceiling (attic floor) mounted vents.
The minimum ventilation fans and actuated vents are controlled by a duty cycle timer. A
cycle time of five minute is most common in broiler houses. The duty cycle is referred to
as a percentage. A 20% duty cycle on a 5 min timer would result in a sidewall or attic
inlet vent closed time of 240 s and a vent open time of 60 s. In the interest of brevity, the
attic inlet vent closed and vent open stages will hence forth be referred to as VC and VO
throughout this thesis.

5

CHAPTER II
FIELD MEASUREMENTS FOR VERIFICATION OF SIMULATION MODEL

2.1

Introduction
The goal of this project was to improve the thermal energy extraction of attic inlet

heated broiler houses. In order to design enhancements for the attic space, an
understanding of where opportunities for improvement exist must be established. The
temperature and flow fields of the attic space needs to be known to locate these
opportunities. Computational simulations can be used to determine these fields;
however, without experimental data, the reality of the simulation cannot be verified.
This chapter describes the development and implementation of a data acquisition
system to measure the thermal environment of the attic in a commercial broiler house.
The boundary conditions and temperature field were recorded for a single best case
scenario fan cycle during a time of the year when supplemental heat is valuable.
Previous investigations of the thermal environment of attic inlet heated broiler
houses have assumed that the thermal characteristics were primarily uniform. Very few
sample points were used to evaluate the temperature of the attic space using this
assumption (Purswell and Lott, 2007; Czarick and Fairchild, 2007; Donald, et al., 2008).
The attic space temperature distribution for an ordinary broiler house (non-attic inlet
heated) was investigated by Scarborough and Collins (1986). At the center of the attic
space, three thermocouples were arranged upward from the ceiling insulation, at 0, 0.61,
6

and 1.37 m. Scarborough and Collins found that for on a hot day in July, thermal
stratification of at least 6.4 K existed in the attic space. Temperature distribution within
the attic space of an attic inlet heated broiler house has not been evaluated and may affect
placement of inlets for maximum energy extraction.
2.2
2.2.1

Materials and Methods
Location and Environmental Conditions
A 13.1 x 155.4 m (43 x 510 ft) commercial broiler house (oriented east-west) was

monitored in northern Alabama (34.5° N latitude). The monitored house was located on
the south side of the four-house farm (Figure 2.1). A weather station (H21-001, Onset
Computer Corporation, Bourne, MA) was placed near the monitored house on the
southeast corner of the farm. Ambient temperature, wind speed and direction, solar
radiation, relative humidity, and barometric pressure were recorded every 15 min.

Figure 2.1

Four house test farm in northern Alabama.

Notes: Illustration of the location of the weather station, data acquisition system, and
internet access for the telemetry system.
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2.2.2

House Geometry and Flow Visualization
A cross-section of the broiler house illustrates the physical geometry and

ventilation pathways (Figure 2.2). The attic space is separated from the main room by a
dropped ceiling. The roof and ceiling slopes were 22.6° and 8.1°, respectively. The roof
was covered with galvanized steel corrugated sheet metal. The attic floor was covered in
a combination of fiberglass batt and blown-in cellulose insulation. Total insulation
thickness was 10 cm (3.9 in). Trusses were placed every 152 cm (5 ft) and purlins were
spaced 61 cm (2 ft) on center, connecting the trusses.

Figure 2.2

Cross-section of the attic inlet heated broiler house showing physical
arrangements and air flow directions.

Air enters the attic through a ridge cap and eave inlets then into the main room
through offset attic inlets. A total of 16 attic inlets (AC3010, Double L Group,
Dyersville, IA) were installed approximately 61 cm from the ceiling peak (Figure 2.3).
All of the vents on the western half of the house were installed on the south side of the

8

ceiling, while the eastern half of vents were installed on the north side. Attic inlets
measured 57.2 x 57.2 cm and were actuated mechanically by a cable.

Figure 2.3

Plan-view of the broiler house demonstrating attic inlet placement and the
experimental cross-section (red line).

An initial site visit was performed to understand the broiler house attic
environment and aid in data acquisition system development. Flow visualization was
performed to qualitatively characterize air flow patterns in the attic. Neutrally buoyant
smoke (S 103, Regin HVAC Products, Inc., Oxford, CT) was emitted separately at the
south eave and ridge cap after opening the attic inlet vent and actuating the minimum
ventilation fans. Clamp lights were arranged within the attic space to observe and video
the smoke flow patterns. Concurrently, differential pressure was measured between the
attic space and outside the ridge cap opening using a magnahelic pressure gauge (WO68062-06, Dwyer Instruments, Inc., Michigan City, IN).
2.2.3
2.2.3.1

Instrumentation Development
Sensor Selection and Placement
A 2D sensor grid was constructed across the attic space to measure temperature

and air velocity in the vertical plane of an attic inlet (Figure 2.4). Type-T thermocouples
(TT-T-24-SLE, Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT) were used to measure air
9

temperature (Tdb) and surface temperatures (Troof). A lattice to support the Tdb sensor grid
was constructed using 0.64 cm diameter wooden dowels (Figure 2.5). The small
diameter dowels minimized air flow disruptions. Figure 2.6 demonstrates the locations of
43 thermocouples suspended along the lattice to measure spatial temperature variations.
The thermocouples were shielded from thermal radiation with the use of a perforated
plastic golf ball (OpenTip, Cambrige, MA) (Figure 2.7). The ball was secured to the
thermocouple using a plastic coated wire-tie. In addition to the suspended sensors, other
thermocouples were arranged to measure other temperatures. Two thermocouples were
suspended within the attic vent. Six sensors were used to measure surface temperatures
of the ceiling insulation (four sensors under the insulation on the ceiling material and two
laying above the insulation). Four sensors were used to measure surface temperature of
the underside of the roof metal. The roof temperature sensors were attached using foil
tape.

Figure 2.4

Schematic of 2D sensor grid showing measurement locations for air
temperature, relative humidity and air velocity.
10

Figure 2.5

Graduate students installed the wooden dowel lattice then suspended the
thermocouples at the required grid location.

Figure 2.6

The completed dowel-rod lattice populated with the thermal radiation
shielded thermocouples.

Note: The attic vent can be seen in front of the sensor grid and to the right of the
centerline.
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Figure 2.7

Close-up view of one thermocouple fitted with plastic golf ball for a
thermal radiation shield.

Relative humidity (RH) was measured with five electronic RH probes
(HM1500LF, Measurement Specialties, Inc., Hampton, VA) with a 0-5 VDC output
signal and accuracy of ±5%. All relative humidity sensors were suspended between the
ceiling and roof of the attic space as shown in Figure 2.6.
Hot wire anemometer probes (F300, Degree Controls, Inc., Milford, NH) were
used to measure air velocity. Three probes were mounted within the attic inlet to
determine the air velocity during fan operation (Figure 2.8). A probe was mounted in
each eave and one probe was mounted under the ridge cap. Placement of the probes was
determined through qualitative flow visualizations. Manufacturer reported accuracy for
the anemometer probes was ±10% of reading or ±0.1 m·s-1 with a 40˚ acceptance angle.

12

Figure 2.8

2.2.3.2

Schematic of the test attic inlet vent viewed from above. Lines of
symmetry are shown.
Data Collection and Retrieval

The 2D sensor grid was routed into a single data acquisition system (CR1000,
Campbell Scientific, Logan, Utah) housed in a water and dustproof enclosure (Figure
2.9). All sensors were routed through two multiplexers (AM16/32, Campbell Scientific,
Logan, Utah). Sensor data was stored on an 8 GB compact flash (CF) card. A telemetry
system (RF401, Campbell, Inc., Logan, UT) was installed to remotely monitor and
download the data acquisition system. The antennas were mounted on the ridge cap of
the broiler house to improve signal quality and strength between the DAQ and the host
computer in house four (Figure 2.1). A battery backup was included to insure that data
control and data streaming were never lost. A program was written to record
temperature, relative humidity, and velocity on different time scales as well as allow for
the use of external data storage (A.2). The anemometers were recorded on a 5 s interval
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to capture the fan start and stop events. Temperature and relative humidity were recorded
every 30 s.

Figure 2.9

The Data acquisition system, housed in a water and dustproof enclosure
was installed in the attic space to monitor the 2D sensor grid.

The anemometers output a voltage of 0-10 VDC while the input of the data logger
was limited to 0-5 VDC. A voltage divider circuit was used to lower the higher sensor
output voltage. Two equal high precision 1kΩ resistors (CMF551K0000BEEB, Vishay
Intertechnology, Inc., Malvern, PA) were wired in series from the sensor output to
ground as shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10

2.2.3.3

Schematic of the voltage divider circuit constructed to drop the signal
voltage from the anemometers.

Sensor Calibration and Testing
All thermocouples were calibrated in a refrigerated water bath (Isotemp 3013D,

Fischer Scientific, Inc., Pittsburg, PA) controlled by a PC. The system setup can be seen
in Figure 2.11. Measurements were recorded with a data logger (CR1000, Campbell
Scientific, Inc., Logan, UT). Control routines were implemented in MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) (A.1) to facilitate automated calibration via serial
communications. The custom routines initially transferred set points to the water bath
controller, waited until the temperature readings stabilized, and then recorded all
thermocouple readings from the data logger for three 30 s time intervals in the PC’s
memory. Sensor temperatures were only recorded after three consecutive readings were
within 0.1 °C of each other.
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Figure 2.11

Automated thermocouple calibration system.

Notes: The PC communicates with the water bath and data logger to record data points
only after the temperature has stabilized.
Relative Humidity sensor response was validated with spot measurements using
salt solutions (Greenspan, 1976). An apparatus was fabricated (Figure 2.12) to hold all
sensors over a saturated salt solution in an airtight environment until equilibrium was
reached. Two salts, magnesium chloride (MgCl) and sodium chloride (NaCl), were used
to verify the behavior of the relative humidity sensors at 33% and 75%, respectively; all
tests were performed at 25° C.
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Figure 2.12

Relative humidity sensor test platform.

Notes: RH sensors were held over two saturated salt solutions until equilibrium moisture
balance was reached.

2.2.4
2.2.4.1

Data Processing
Temperature Field Extrapolation
Attic temperature contour plots were extrapolated from experimental data using

custom written software that utilizes MATLAB programming libraries. The temperature
field was extrapolated instead of interpolated because parts of the attic air space were not
bounded by the data points. Roof and insulation surface temperature sensors were not
used in the determination of the air temperature field because the thermal boundary layer
profile was not known. A Green’s theorem method was used to convert the discrete
temperature data points to a continuous field. The extrapolation program can be found in
A.1.2 and A.1.3. The program animates the spatial data to illustrate temporal changes.
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2.2.4.2

Correlation of Vent Sensor Velocity to Average Vent Velocity
Because the air flow through the attic vent was not spatially constant, a simulation

was needed to determine the actual velocity profile. The simulation was used to correlate
the anemometer velocity readings (Figure 2.8) to average vent velocity. The fluid flow
physics and simulation environment settings will be described in CHAPTER III. The
only differences with the physics in this simulation were that the domain was three
dimensional and heat transfer was not considered. A one eighth symmetrical slice of the
vent was modeled (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13

Geometric domain for vent velocity correlation simulation.

Note: A 1/8th symmetrical piece of the full vent was modeled. The location of the
experimental sensors is noted (red line).
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Four vent pressure drops were simulated to determine the relationship between
the experimental velocity at the location of the three vent anemometers and the simulated
average vent velocity. The three vent anemometers were located on the plane marked
with the red line in Figure 2.13.
2.2.4.3

Humidity Corrections
The effect of moisture on the psychrometric properties of air was considered for

two purposes; the density of outside ambient air (ρ0) and the humidity ratio of the air
passing through the attic inlet vent (Wv). These values were calculated using the
measured RH and temperature readings (Albright, 1990). Humidity ratio (Wi) at each
attic interior RH sensor (RHi) within the attic space was needed before determining
average attic interior moisture content. To calculate this value, the water vapor saturation
partial pressure (pws) (Eq. 2.1) and RHi were first used to determine the partial pressure of
water vapor in unsaturated air (pw) (Eq. 2.2). pws was calculated using the attic
temperature (Ti) from the sensor closest to the individual RHi sensor. All coefficients for
pws are in Table 2.1.

(Eq. 2.1)
∙

(Eq. 2.2)
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Table 2.1
Coefficients
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

Coefficients for pws equation.
-100 to 0° C
-5.6745359E3
6.3925247E0
-9.677843E-3
0.6221570E-6
2.0747825E-9
-0.9484024E-12
4.1635019

0 to 200° C
-5.8002206E3
1.3914993E0
-48.640239E-3
41.764768E-6
-14.452093E-9
0
6.5459673

Wi (Eq. 2.3) was then calculated using pw and atmospheric pressure (p) in Pa.

(Eq. 2.3)
Average Wv for the attic inlet vent air was then calculated by taking the area
weighted average of all five calculated point Wi values. Using the same process already
described, outside ambient W (Wamb) was also calculated by using Tamb instead of Tv and
a single point ambient RH (RHamb) instead of five RHi values. Ambient reference density
(ρ0) (Eq. 2.4) could then be computed with the addition of ambient temperature (Tamb),
the specific gas constant for air (Rair=287.06 J·kg-1·K-1), and the assumption that the air
can be treated as an ideal gas.

(Eq. 2.4)
2.3
2.3.1

Results and Discussion
Sensor Calibration and Testing Results
The calibration system performed as designed; reducing the need for human input

and decreasing the test run time duration. Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 show the
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calibration run temperature stepping pattern. The heating and cooling logic was
controlled by the water bath internal circuitry. The refrigeration mode on the water bath
did not operate above 32° C and thus more stabilization time was needed for the
calibration points above that temperature. Total calibration time was six hours.

Figure 2.14

Calibration temperature ramp profile for one thermocouple.
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Figure 2.15

Temperature ramp and data recording procedure for one sensor.

Several sensors were discarded and replacements were calibrated due to erratic
readings. A linear regression was performed for all 58 temperature sensor and the slopes
and intercepts were recorded. All of the slopes were within a few percent of one and the
intercepts were all less than 1 °C. All values were significant within a 95% confidence
interval.
Eight relative humidity sensors were tested even though only six were needed for
the experiment. Of the eight sensors tested, seven produced consistent readings bunched
around the predicted RH values of 33% and 75% for magnesium chloride and sodium
chloride solutions, respectively. The eighth sensor was discarded due to inaccurate
readings.
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2.3.2

Flow visualization Results
Observations were performed from 13:40 to 14:00 h on September 8th, 2011.

During this period, the solar zenith angle varied from 31.8° to 33.9° from vertical and the
azimuth angle varied from 207.8° to 216.0° clockwise from north. With an east-west
oriented building, this sun angle causes more radiation to fall on the south side of the
roof. Solar zenith and azimuth angles were calculated per (NREL, 2000);
Immediately after activating the minimum ventilation fans, smoke was released at
the ridge cap followed by the south eave (Figure 2.16). Smoke released just outside the
ridge cap flowed down the north side of the roof before detaching and turning towards
the attic inlet vent. Smoke released at the south eave pooled and recirculated near the
eave before rising up the underside of the south metal roof. The north eave was not
observed.

Figure 2.16

Schematic of observed smoke patterns during smoke tracing.

To establish near-steady state flow conditions, the fans were left running
continuously for at least ten minutes before additional smoke emitters were ignited. Flow
patterns were similar to Figure 2.16; however, smoke released outside the ridge cap
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curved less towards the north of the attic before entering the vent. The pressure drop
measured between the outside of the ridge cap and the attic space was 12 Pa during the
tests.
The difference in flow patterns observed during flow visualization illustrated the
effect of buoyant forces on air flow within the attic space. When the attic thermal state
was fully charged (i.e. immediately after opening the attic inlet vent), the flow patterns
were driven by buoyant forces. The ridge cap inlet jet was forced to the north side of the
attic by the hot air rising up the underside of the south side of the roof. Operating the
minimum ventilation fans continuously either depleted the attic space of its energy
content or mixed the air until stratification is minimized. When the attic temperature
profile was more homogeneous, the ridge cap jet was affected less by buoyant forces. It
is important to note that minimum ventilation fans typically do not run for longer than 2.5
out of 5 min (50% duty cycle) when supplemental heating is needed.
2.3.3

Data Collection Results
Field observations of attic inlet operation were successfully collected with the

data recording system. For the purpose of developing the simulation model, a single fan
cycle was chosen as a test case. The two main criteria for choosing a test case were low
sun angle and high relative solar radiation (HRSR). HRSR is the potential maximum
radiation on a cloudless day compared to the actual observed radiation on the same day.
HRSR was desired because the weather station did not possess a means to quantify the
extent of cloud cover. Supplemental heat is needed most during the winter months when
potential maximum radiation is low. Thus a test case fan cycle from a winter day was
also desirable.
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Figure 2.17 shows trends in solar radiation, temperature, and dew point data for
the test case day. The fan cycle of interest occurred on December 31st, 2011 from
10:53:30 to 10:58:30. While this time period did not coincide with the brooding period
for the flock, the attic inlet vents were used in the same manner as they would have been
for brooding.

Figure 2.17

Temperature, dew point temperature, and solar radiation plot for December
31st, 2011. The test case time period is marked with a yellow line.

The solar radiation for the test case was 451 W·m-2. The bell curve shape of the
solar radiation plot suggests that cloud cover was either minimal or uniform throughout
the day, thus satisfying the HRSR test case requirement. This time frame and radiation
load provides a good representation of the capabilities of an attic inlet broiler house
heating system because late December has the lowest solar angle of the year.
While this test case is a good representation of a cloudless early winter day, its
usefulness as a representative fan cycle for the entire year must also be determined.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) typical meteorological year category 3
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(TMY3) data from Huntsville, AL (Wilcox 2008) was used to compare against the test
case. Figure 2.18 shows a histogram of the flat plate solar radiation data for all daytime
midday hours (9 AM to 3 PM), while Figure 2.19 shows a histogram of the flat plate
solar radiation data for winter midday hours. Solar radiation in Huntsville, AL is less
than the test case value of 451 W·m-2 for 42% of total year and 67% of the winter. Thus,
the test case represents a slightly better than average representation for winter and a
slightly lower than average representation for the entire year at a location near the test
site.

Figure 2.18

Histogram of flat plate solar radiation during midday hours for an entire
standard year in Huntsville, AL.
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Figure 2.19
2.3.4
2.3.4.1

Histogram of flat plate solar radiation during winter midday hours for
Huntsville, AL.

Data Processing Results
Temperature Field
The fans were run for 60 s during a 5 min cycle during the test case. Figure 2.20a

shows the temperature field immediately before a fan cycle and Figure 2.20b shows the
temperature field at end of the cycle. The low sun angle perpendicular to the axis of the
building caused asymmetric heating of the attic space. The incident sun angles on the
north and south side of the roof were 37.9° and 80.8° respectively. For the single fan
cycle, the average roof surface temperatures (two north and two south sensors) were
20.6°C (SD=0.71 °C) and 51.4°C (SD=0.83 °C) for the north and south side of the roof,
respectively. This difference in roof surface temperature caused the air space on the
south side of the attic to have a higher average temperature.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.20

Attic temperature distribution contour plot (a) after 4 min of VC stage and
(b) at the end of a 60 s VO stage.

Ambient air (11.4°C) entered the attic through the eaves while thermally stratified
hot air (approximately 32°C) was buoyantly vented out through the ridge cap when fans
were not operating. When the fans were operating, ambient air entered the attic through
the eave and ridge cap openings and exhausted from the attic space through the attic inlet
vent. The average temperature of the air passing through the vent during the VO stage
was 25.1°C (SD=1.63 °C).
2.3.4.2

Vent Average Velocity
The velocities at three points within the attic vent were recorded and a simulation

was created to correlate the measured velocity to an average vent velocity. Figure 2.21
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shows the 3D representation of the airflow through the attic vent. Figure 2.22 shows the
velocity profile in the plane above the attic inlet vent opening where the anemometers
were located. The simulation shows that the air flow was highest near the edges of the
wall because the baffle at the bottom of the vent was forcing the air to exit perpendicular
to the incoming flow.

Figure 2.21

A 3D simulation of an attic inlet vent demonstrates air velocities through
the use of isosurfaces.
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Figure 2.22

Simulated vent velocity profile along a plane above the attic inlet vent.
The location of the three anemometers is shown (V1, V2, and V3).

Four different pressure drops were simulated to determine velocity relationships.
Figure 2.23 shows the relationship between the simulated velocities at points collocated
with the actual sensors and the simulated average velocity through the vent. In order to
correlate sensor velocity with simulated average vent velocity, the sensor readings (Table
2.2) were plotted on the lines of the simulated sensor velocities. Correlated average vent
velocity for each sensor data point was then read from the X-axis.
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Figure 2.23

Plot of simulated velocity at the sensor locations versus simulated average
vent velocity.

Note: The experimental velocities are plotted along their respective simulation lines and
the mean of the predicted average vent velocities are shown with the vertical yellow line.

Table 2.2

Average vent velocities of experimental data points predicted by the
simulation.
V1
‐1

Time Average of Data Point (m∙s ) 1.12
SD of Time Average 0.062
Simulated Average Vent Velocity

1.36

V2

V3

Average

SD

1.35
0.049

1.77
0.102

1.41
0.071

0.327

1.42

1.66

1.48

0.159

If the velocity readings were error free and the simulation perfectly replicated the
actual velocity field then all three sensor reading points (yellow diamonds, Figure 2.23)
would lie on a vertical line. Instead, the average of all three simulated average vent
velocities were used (1.48 m·s-1). A survey of ten separate fan cycles on separate days
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and of different durations showed that the average of the three experimental velocity data
points predicted the simulation correlated average vent velocity to within 4.33%
(SD=0.36%). Thus in order to simplify calculation, the average of the measured data
points was used to determine the average vent velocity instead of the simulation
correlated average vent velocity.
2.4

Conclusions
A broiler house attic environment, fitted with attic inlet vents, was intensively

monitored with a 2D sensor grid coupled with a data acquisition and telemetry system.
Sensor location was determined qualitatively through flow visualization and placement
was chosen to capture the thermal gradients present in the attic space. All temperature
sensors were calibrated before installation. The collected data was processed into
contour plots using custom software. A simulation was created to correlate the velocity
recorded by the anemometers to the average velocity of the air passing through the vent.
For the purpose of developing a simulation model, a single fan cycle was chosen as a test
case. The test case is representative of the temperature distribution produced by winter
sun angles. The test case parameters (Table 2.3) will be used to develop a CFD
simulation of an attic cross-section.
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Table 2.3

Test case parameters necessary for the development of an attic inlet
ventilation simulation.

Parameter
Wind Velocity
Vent Velocity
Ambient Temperature
Atmospheric Pressure
Ambient Relative Humidity
Ambient Density

Value
0 m/s
1.41 m/s
11.4°C
97940 Pa
61.7%
1.19 kg/m3

Flat Plate Solar Radiation
Zenith Angle
North Roof Incident Angle
South Roof Incident Angle

451 W/m2
58.7°
36.9°
80.8°

South Roof Temperature
North Roof Temperature
Attic Differential Pressure
Attic Humidity Ratio

51.4°
20.6°
12 Pa
0.0084 gH20/gdry air

Cycle Date
Cycle Start Time
Fan Start Time
Fan Stop Time

Dec. 31st, 2011
10:53:30
10:57:30
10:58:30
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CHAPTER III
SIMULATION DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Introduction
The test case presented in the experimental chapter required a specific set of

modeling features in order to simulate the observed environment. Some of these features
have been investigated in other attic simulations; however, all of the features have never
been incorporated into a single model.
A significant amount of research has gone into the modeling of attic spaces. The
heat loads associated with the attic space of a metal roofed broiler house was investigated
and modeled by Scarborough and Collins (1986). Even though thermal stratification was
observed in the experimental data, the computer model accounted for the air mass of the
broiler attic as a single uniform node. While this model reasonably predicted the heat
balance of the attic space on clear or overcast days, the simplifications it incorporated in
the determination of attic air temperature limits its usefulness in the design of attic
modifications to increase thermal extraction.
Later models of residential and commercial attics incorporated thermal
stratification in the determination of attic heat loads. Parker et al. (1991) created an
analytical attic model that included two zones instead of one for the air space. The extra
zone improved the estimation of air temperature. One of the goals of this research was to
create an attic model that could be used to improve heat extraction from a broiler house
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attic. Design modifications to the attic space that improve thermal extraction would
intentionally change the air and heat flow patterns of the space. Even though this model
incorporated stratification into its calculations, the effect of obstructions within the attic
space could not be replicated.
Recent computational fluid dynamics (CFD) investigations of attic shaped
triangular spaces involving daytime downward heating from the roof surface have only
investigated uniform temperature boundary conditions for both sides of the roof (Saha
and Khan 2011). However, an east-west oriented building would receive more solar
radiation on the south side of the roof if the building was located north of the tropic of
cancer. This attic boundary condition configuration has not been investigated.
The models described above were used as a starting point to develop a CFD
simulation of broiler house attic that was used for supplemental heating of the bird area.
The following sections describe the considerations in the creation of this model and the
results from the simulation of the test case described in the experimental section.
3.2

Governing Physics
Fluid flow and heat transfer physics were solved using the finite element method

simulation software package COMSOL Multiphysics (2012). These physics were
modeled using the transient incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (Eq. 3.1);
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. All variables are listed in Table 3.4.
∙

0

∙

∙
∙

∙
∙
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(Eq. 3.1)

Table 3.4
Variable

Governing physics variables.
Description/Value
Velocity component
Density
Pressure
Dynamic viscosity
Turbulent viscosity
Volume force
Total thermal energy
Specific heat at constant pressure
Temperature
Time
Turbulent kinetic energy
Turbulent dissipation
Distance to nearest wall
Production of
Turbulent Reynolds number

Turbulence tuning factors
1.5
1
1.9
2
0.09
1.4
1.4

The air within the attic was assumed to be incompressible due to the relatively
low velocities involved (Tannehill, 1997). Transient equations were used because the fan
duty cycle imposed time varying conditions on the attic space which cannot be correctly
examined by a steady-state solution.
Turbulence was included because airflow becomes unsteady at very low
velocities; however, near wall region velocities may be low enough to produce laminar
flow. Both turbulent and laminar flow regimes were incorporated into the model by
using the low Reynolds number k-ε turbulence model (LR k-ε model). The system of
equations used to implement the LR k-ε model can be seen in Eq. 3.2 and a description of
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its variables can be found in Table 3.4 (COMSOL, 2012). The LR k-ε model transitions
between turbulent and laminar equations according to the proximity to the nearest wall.
This method has been shown to improve the realism of indoor airflow simulations
(Stamou, 2005).
∙

∙

∙

∙

(Eq. 3.2)
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Temperature and velocity fields were generated by solving these equations using
the conditions described later in this chapter.
3.3

Model Inputs
Computational heat and fluid flow simulations are driven by geometric layout,

time effects, and the conditions imposed at the boundaries of space and time. Conditions
imposed on the boundaries of the domain are known as boundary conditions, while
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conditions imposed on the entire domain at the beginning of the simulated time period are
known as initial conditions. Conditions imposed on the fluid volume independent of the
boundaries are known as volume forces. The material properties of the fluid are needed
to properly simulate its reaction to heat and flow. All of these conditions must be
properly specified in order to produce a realistic solution.
The geometry must be an accurate representation of the real-world domain being
modeled in order to model the interactions between the boundary conditions and the
working fluid. Because computers operate on discrete nodes and not continuous fields,
the domain must be divided into many small elements. This collection of elements is
known as the mesh. The mesh must be designed in a manner which does not introduce
unreasonable errors into the solution.
This chapter first describes the development of all model inputs needed to
simulate the heat and air flow of a attic inlet heated poultry house attic. Secondly, the
test case described in the experimental section is simulated and compared to the
experiment data.
3.3.1

Model Geometry
A geometric representation of the poultry house attic space was created to use in

the simulation development. A 13.1 x 155.4 m (43 x 510 ft), east-west oriented
commercial broiler house located in northern Alabama (34.5° N latitude) was modeled.
The attic space of the poultry house is separated from the main room by a dropped ceiling
(Figure 3.1). The roof and ceiling slopes were 22.6° and 8.1°, respectively. The roof was
covered with galvanized steel corrugated sheet metal. The metal was slightly weathered
on the exterior and unweathered on the interior. The attic floor was covered in a
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combination of fiberglass batt and blown-in cellulose insulation. Total insulation
thickness was 10 cm (4 in). Trusses were placed every 152 cm (5 ft) and purlins were
spaced 61 cm (2 ft) on center.

Figure 3.1

Flow directions and arrangement of the modeled region in a heated broiler
house.

Air enters the attic through a ridge cap and eave inlets then into the main room
through offset attic inlets. The eave inlets consisted of the area where the metal
corrugation does not sit flush on the outside roof purlin and a gap between the purlin and
the bird board (Figure 3.2). Each eave inlet was approximated as a single 6 mm slot inlet.
Similarly, the effective ridge cap inlet area (Figure 3.3) was measured and approximated
as two single 16 mm slot inlets. A total of 16 attic inlets (AC3010, Double L Group,
Dyersville, IA) were installed approximately 61 cm from the ceiling peak (Figure 3.4).
All of the vents on the western half of the house were installed on the south side of the
ceiling, while the eastern half of vents were installed on the north side. Attic inlets
measured 57.2 x 57.2 cm and were actuated mechanically by a cable. The inlets have a
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rated flow of approximately 1.014 m3·s-1 at 31.1 Pa static pressure. The attic vents must
be approximated as a single slot outlet due to their sparse spacing in the z-direction. A
vent with a cross-sectional area of 0.327 m2 acting over 9.1 m yielded a scaled slot width
of 3.58 cm.

Figure 3.2

Illustration of eave inlet construction and 2D slot approximation.

Figure 3.3

Illustration of ridge cap geometry and 2D slot approximation for each side.
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Figure 3.4

Illustration of attic inlet vent geometry and 2D slot geometric
approximation.

A two-dimensional simulation assumes that air movement in one (referred to as zdirection hence forth) out of three coordinate directions is zero. The large aspect ratio of
the poultry house and the predominately transverse flow patterns of the attic space allow
this problem to be approximated as 2D. Truss influence on the attic air flow was ignored
because they were parallel to the predominate flow paths. The purlins must be included
to correctly simulate the detachment of inlet jets and heat convection from the metal roof.
The air space that is contained between all of the previously discussed attic
features makes up the simulation domain (Figure 3.5). The domain was drawn using the
built-in geometry construction tools within Comsol. This allowed geometric features to
be parameterized in an automated fashion without the added complication of having to
link with an outside computer-aided drafting (CAD) program.
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Figure 3.5
3.3.2

Final geometry for the simulation domain.

Initial Conditions
The equations that govern fluid flow and heat transfer require all solved quantities

to be known at the beginning of the simulation. These quantities include temperature,
pressure, velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent dissipation rate. This section
describes how reasonable values for these initial conditions were determined.
Simulation of the periodic nature of the ventilation duty cycle was not practical
due to convergence limitations. Assumptions were made to allow for a single duty cycle
to approximate the thermal and flow conditions at the beginning of the VO stage. It was
assumed that the VC conditions could be established by starting the simulation with a
temperature field guess derived from experimental data (Eq. 3.3) and then allowing the
flow and temperature field to establish before VO begins.
(Eq. 3.3)
and

were approximated using sol-air temperature (Eq. 3.4)

(Albright,1990).

(Eq. 3.4)
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The cloudiness factor (ω) is a rating from zero to ten of the cloud cover portion.
All other factors (ambient temperature [Tamb], solar absorptivity [α], irradiation [I],
emissivity[ε], roof angle[θ], and convection coefficient [h]) will be discussed in detail in
section 3.3.3.2.1. The time period of the simulation that contains important results only
occurs during VO. Any time period previous to VO does not contribute to the heating of
the main room. A VC time period of 240 s (from test case conditions) was simulated.
Initial investigations using these assumptions produced reasonable results.
All flow vectors were set to zero at the beginning of the simulation because an
initial flow field guess could not be derived from the experimental investigation. In
reality, buoyancy forces cause constant air movement within the attic space, even when
the fans are off. The buoyant flow fields that exist prior to VO were established by
gradually ramping up the force of gravity during the first few seconds of the simulation.
The initial condition for pressure was also set to constant value of atmospheric pressure at
the beginning of the simulation, and realistic fields were also established by ramping up
gravity.
3.3.3

Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions must be properly specified in order to obtain a unique

solution. However, over specification of the boundary conditions can lead to a difficult
to converge solution. The following sections describe the boundary conditions chosen to
represent this problem.
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3.3.3.1

Fluid Flow Boundary Conditions
The air flow in this simulation has two flow regimes; buoyancy and fan driven

flow. The minimum vent fans in a typical poultry house are controlled by a duty cycle
timer. The fans are only on for a certain percentage of a five minute cycle. The rest of
the time, air movement is driven by differences in density caused by temperature
gradients. The flow boundary conditions were chosen to facilitate the simulation of these
two flow regimes.
The eaves and ridge cap connect the internal attic space to outside conditions by
specifying ambient pressure. Ambient pressure boundary conditions at the eaves and
ridge cap allow air to move into or out of the domain (Figure 3.6), depending on the flow
regime. The effect of the eave and ridge cap restrictions was captured by placing the
pressure boundaries far enough away from the domain in order to reduce dynamic
pressure effects. This boundary condition setup cannot consider wind conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6

(a) Ridge cap and (b) eave pressure boundary conditions and geometric
representations.

The scaled attic inlet vent was located flush with the attic floor and centered with
the unscaled vent (Figure 3.4). Attic inlet vent velocity was determined experimentally
with the field study. Ramping functions (Figure 3.7) were used to smoothly transition
from VC to VO. These functions avoid unrealistic shocks, aid in convergence, and
simulate fan power up.
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Figure 3.7

Ramping function developed to simulate realistic startup of fans.

The last flow boundary condition to be considered is what happens at a wall.
Except where the ridge cap inlet transitions to the zero pressure boundary condition
(Figure 3.6), all walls were considered no-slip boundaries.
3.3.3.2

Thermal Boundary Conditions
The thermal environment within the attic space was driven by solar load and the

heat transfer through the materials which make up the attic space. The following sections
describe the assumptions and calculations necessary to develop the thermal boundary
conditions of the attic space as a function of quantities that can be measured with a
standard weather station.
3.3.3.2.1

Roof Heat Flux

Roof heat flux is defined as the amount of thermal energy that passes from the
exterior of the metal roof to the interior of the attic. Roof heat flux depends on a myriad
of different factors. All of these factors are coupled and must be determined
simultaneously to resolve a reasonable temperature. These factors include; incident solar
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radiation, infrared thermal reradiation to the sky, convection by wind away from the roof
surface, and conduction through the roof.
The proportion of incident solar radiation which is absorbed by the metal roof
(Eq. 3.5) is determined by the material’s shortwave absorptivity. An absorptivity of 0.28
is a reasonable estimate for a slightly weathered galvanized metal roof surface (O’Neal,
2009).
(Eq. 3.5)
The projection of global horizontal irradiation (GHI) on a particular side of the
sloped roof is the incident solar radiation (

)(Wilcox and Marion, 2008). The

projection of GHI is determined by comparison of the cosines of the incident solar angles
on the roof and a flat surface (Figure 3.8). GHI was determined experimentally and the
incident angles (

and

) were calculated (Eq. 3.6) using the solar

position and intensity calculator (NREL, 2000).

(Eq. 3.6)
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Figure 3.8

Comparison of incident solar angles for a weather station sensor (IAngFlat)
and roof normal (IAngRoof).

The reradiation (qrerad) of infrared heat from the metal (Eq. 3.7) roof was
dependent on roof angle (Θ), surface temperature (Tsurf), and sky temperature (Tsky). The
view factors (A1 and A2) were derived such that a flat roof will only radiatively exchange
heat with the sky while a vertical wall will exchange heat with the sky and surroundings
evenly.

(Eq. 3.7)

The effective temperature of the sky can be determined using the Swinbank model
(Eq. 3.8) (Albright, 1990). Where ambient temperature (

) must be in Kelvin units

for this empirical equation.

(Eq. 3.8)
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The convective heat flux from the upper surface of the roof (Eq. 3.9) can be
determined as follows:

(Eq. 3.9)
The convection coefficient developed for a solar panel mounted on a roof
(Sharples, 1998) was used (Eq. 3.10). An angled solar panel array is very similar to a
solar heated roof.
(Eq. 3.10)
The empirical equation above results in a convection coefficient with units of
W·m-2·K-1. Free stream velocity ( ) extrapolates ground wind speed to wind speed
halfway up the roof slope and must be presented in units of m·s-1.
which enters or leaves through the roof must pass through the

All heat (

corrugated metal. Conduction, radiation (solar and reradiation), and convection form the
heat balance equation (Eq. 3.11) for the broiler house roof.
(Eq. 3.11)
) is

For the simulation boundary condition, heat flux through the roof (

needed. However, Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.8 require the roof outer surface temperature (

)

to be known. If the top of the metal roof is assumed to be the same temperature as the
bottom for the purpose of Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.8, then conduction can be solved for (Eq.
3.12).
∙

A  ɛ 

A  ɛ 


(Eq. 3.12)
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The assumption of equal surface temperatures is reasonable because the
corrugated roof metal is very thin and its thermal conductivity is very high; resulting in
inner and outer roof temperatures which differ only by a few tenths of a degree. The
conduction through the roof metal is being solved for and thus the assumption of equal
inner and outer temperature does not need to be used in the heat equation which would
result in zero conduction. All terms on the right of Eq. 3.12 are either radiation or
convection terms which exchange heat at thermal magnitudes greater than that which
occurs across the thin metal roof. This results in total heat flux errors of less than 10%,
which were deemed reasonable.
3.3.3.2.2

Attic Floor Heat Flux

Heat exchange through the attic floor was assumed to depend only on conduction
(Eq. 3.13). This assumption simplifies the heat transfer so that it depends only on the
attic air temperature directly above the attic floor ( , which is determined within the
simulation), ceiling main room temperature, and the insulation material properties.

(Eq. 3.13)
The thermal conductivity (
1

) of loose fill cellulose insulation was 0.04 W·m-

·K-1 (O’Neal, 2009) with a thickness (

) of 10 cm. Unlike the attic space where

temperatures vary greatly, the cross section of the poultry house main room is uniform to
within a few degrees during minimum ventilation. Thus radiation to and from the
underside of the ceiling is nearly in equilibrium and neglected.
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3.3.3.2.3

Flow Boundary Temperatures

Air is conveyed across the pressure and velocity boundaries of the domain and
with it also flows energy. The zero pressure boundaries (Figure 3.6) have a fixed
temperature whenever the flow is into the domain and the temperature is allowed to
fluctuate whenever flow is out of the domain. The velocity boundary is perfectly
insulated whenever the vent is closed, and air is allowed to carry thermal energy out of
the domain when the vent is open.
3.3.3.2.4

Internal Surface to Surface Radiation

In addition to convection of heat through the air of the attic space, heat was also
transferred from surface to surface by radiation interactions (Figure 3.9). The air in this
simulation was assumed to be completely transparent to radiation and only the solid
surfaces were considered. The emissivities of the materials in the attic space were
approximated to be 0.95 for all woody materials (cellulose insulation and purlins) and
0.25 for the unweathered underside of the corrugated metal roof (O’Neal, 2009).

Figure 3.9

Internal radiation interactions between woody (blue) and metal (red)
surfaces.
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3.3.4

Buoyancy Volume Force
Buoyancy is the force that is exerted on the air volume due to differences in

density. The Boussinesq assumption was used to implement buoyancy in the simulation
(Munson, 2006). This assumption stated that density ( ) can be considered constant (
at a reference temperature of

) anywhere in the physics except where gravity (g) is

concerned. Gravity only appears in the volume force term for buoyancy. To implement
the Boussinesq assumption, the ideal gas law was used to approximate the effect of
temperature (T) on density. If gravity and pressure are constant (i.e. their effect on
density is small relative to that of temperature) then the volume force can be assumed to
be a function of only temperature (Eq. 3.14).

(Eq. 3.14)
Where gravity (g), reference temperature ( ), and reference density ( ) are all
constants.
3.4

Mesh Development
Computers operate using discrete calculations while most real world physics are

continuous in nature. Computational heat and fluid flow methods calculate continuous
fields by dividing up the domain into many small pieces. Calculations are then made on
each individual piece (element) with information being passed between these pieces. This
discretized domain is known as the mesh.
A successfully meshed domain needs to allow for accurate simulation of the
physics being investigated. If numerical error could be ignored, then a mesh with an
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infinite number of elements would exactly represent the continuous physics (Tannehill,
1997). Numerical error is the error incurred by rounding off mathematical operations.
However, calculation time for this infinite mesh would be unreasonable. A mesh density
must be determined which is a balance between accuracy and computational resources.
This leads to another requirement for a successful mesh; the solution generated on that
mesh must be computed within a reasonable amount of time.
Solution time was important because many iterations of the attic space simulation
were run in order to determine suitable improvements. Every minute shaved off of the
solution time saved fifty or more times as much time due to the number of cases
simulated and mistakes which required reruns.
The mesh generation technique also had to facilitate the determination of suitable
improvements. A flexible mesh was needed since the domain configuration changed
between simulated cases. Manually building a new mesh for each simulation would have
been tedious; as well as preventing the use of automated geometry parameterization of
the design changes. A meshing sequence which autonomously created an accurate mesh
despite the introduction of small design changes was needed. Comsol Multiphysis’s
built-in automatic meshing functionalities and careful selection of meshing parameters
were used to facilitate flexibility. A mesh convergence study was performed to choose a
mesh which resulted in an accurate solution that could be computed within a reasonable
amount of time.
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3.4.1

Mesh Creation
Comsol Multiphysics’ built in unstructured mesh builder was used to discretized

the domain. The mesh builder organizes parameters in size, distribution, and type nodes.
The size node places limits on the dimensions and growth rate of the elements. The size
parameters were varied between convergence study iterations. The distribution node
specifies a specific number of nodes along a boundary. The minimum number of
triangular elements was fixed wherever the domain was restricted to a slot inlet. The type
node specifies the shape of the individual elements. Triangular elements were used for
the main body of the domain. The body of the domain consists of any area not directly
adjacent to a boundary. Quadrilateral boundary elements were used wherever fluid flow
abutted a no-slip wall.
3.4.2

Mesh Analysis
A mesh is sufficiently dense whenever the solution changes very little between

progressive refinements. The simulation was computed using the boundary conditions,
initial conditions, and geometry described in previous sections. The inputs for the
external weather data came from the experimental test case (Table 2.3). The size and
growth rate of the boundary and body mesh elements were varied for comparison. The
criteria for sufficient mesh density depended on visual comparison of the full 2D
temperature field and temperature profiles. The location of these comparison profiles are
shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10

Temperature profile locations used for mesh result comparisons.

The centerline temperature profiles were considered from 4.6 m in both directions
from the center of the attic. The purpose of the centerline profile was to determine the
necessary triangular mesh density. The vertical temperature profiles were considered at
+1.8 m from the attic center. The purpose of the vertical profile was to determine the
necessary boundary layer mesh density.
3.5
3.5.1

Results
Mesh Convergence Study
The boundary and initial conditions, as well as the geometry described in earlier

sections were applied to the simulation on five different meshes (Table 3.5). This section
will not discuss the results of the simulation outside of the bounds of relative terms. Each
possible mesh was compared against the most accurate mesh using the temperature field
as the comparison criteria.
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Table 3.5
Mesh
A
B
C
D
E

Number of elements and solution time for investigated meshes.
Number of
Elements
40899
51816
110059
152606
394364

Solution Time
(min)
54
64
132
187
1094

Mesh A was the coarsest while mesh E was the finest. The solution created by
mesh E (Figure 3.11) was taken as the target of an accurate result because of its high
mesh density. However, mesh E was not a reasonable mesh due to its long solution time.
Meshes A through D were evaluated against mesh E to choose an accurate solution with a
reasonable solution time.

Figure 3.11

Temperature field produced by the target mesh (E).

Centerline (Figure 3.12) and vertical (Figure 3.13) temperature profiles were
compared for three different time levels (240, 270, and 300 s).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.12

Centerline temperature profiles for all meshes investigated at three separate
time levels (a=240 s, b=270 s, and c=300 s)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.13

Vertical temperature profiles for all meshes investigated at three separate
time levels (a=240 s, b=270 s, and c=300 s)
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The temperature profile plots show that mesh A was the only mesh not to simulate
the target solution with an accuracy of <1˚ C. For this purpose mesh A was excluded
from consideration. The mesh with the fastest solution time which still reasonably
replicates the target solution of the baseline attic space (no design changes) was mesh B.
The mesh parameters, mesh density, and temperature surface produced by mesh B can be
seen in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14

Mesh B. From top to bottom; temperature field, mesh density, and mesh
parameters.

The mesh parameters determine the configuration of the unstructured mesh. The
element growth rate determines how much the size of an adjacent element is allowed to
change. The element size along a curve is determined by multiplying the resolution of
curvature by the radius of that curve. The restriction resolution determines minimum
number of elements that are required at the eave and ridge cap attic inlet restrictions.
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While this mesh reasonably reproduced the baseline attic (no design changes), one
of the criteria for a successful mesh was for it to be flexible. Flexibility in this context
means that the mesh must produce an accurate solution when attic design changes are
included as well. The two changes considered in this study were diverters and vent
risers. The diverter redirects air entering through the ridge cap while the riser relocates
the attic inlet.
The addition of these design changes produced an inaccurate solution when using
mesh B. The location of these changes and the temperature surface produced by the
finest mesh (i.e. the target solution) can be seen in Figure 3.15. The majority of the
inaccuracy produced by mesh B was concentrated at the south eave inlet. A zoomed in
view of this region can be seen in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.15

Configuration of geometric domain for the purpose of investigating mesh
dependency of design change simulation. Most accurate mesh (E).
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Figure 3.16

Comparison of the region of the domain which showed the greatest mesh
dependence.

Note: Temperature field and mesh are shown for three meshes. The two meshes boxed
represent the target solution (E) and the solution on the mesh that reasonably replicates its
results (C).
The temperature field created by Mesh C was nearly indistinguishable from the
target solution (mesh E) in the eave region (Figure 3.16), and thus was chosen as the
mesh for all following simulations. The simulation can still be run in a reasonable amount
of time and now results in a flexible model. The mesh parameters, mesh density, and
temperature surface produced can be seen in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17

3.5.2

Mesh C. From top to bottom; temperature field, mesh density, and mesh
parameters.

Simulation of Test Case
The physics, geometry, boundary conditions, initial conditions, and mesh

described in the preceding sections constitute the attic inlet ventilation model (AIVM).
The AIVM was used to simulate the test case parameters described in CHAPTER II and
summarized in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6

Simulation parameters from test case.

Parameter
Wind Velocity
Vent Velocity
Ambient Temperature
Atmospheric Pressure
Ambient Density

Value
0 m/s
1.41 m/s
11.4°C
97940 Pa
1.19 kg/m3

Flat Plate Solar Radiation
Zenith Angle
North Roof Incident Angle
South Roof Incident Angle

451 W/m2
58.7°
36.9°
80.8°

Cycle Date
Cycle Start Time
Fan Start Time
Fan Stop Time

Dec. 12th, 2011
10:53:30
10:57:30
10:58:30

Within the simulation, the VC temperature and flow fields were allowed to
develop for the first 240 s of the simulation. The simulation then quickly transitioned to
the VO mode for 60 sec. Figure 3.18 shows the simulated temperature distribution of the
measured attic configuration.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.18

Simulated attic temperature distribution for (a) VC and (b) VO stages.

Note: Magenta dot (o) represents vent location in (b).

The temperature plots show similar thermal stratification as was seen in the
experimental data. The low sun angle caused the south side of the attic to be hotter than
the north side of the attic. The average temperature of the air passing through the vent
during the VO stage was 25.0°C which is only 0.1°C lower than the experimental data.
Average temperature was 48.9° C for the north roof and 19.9° C for the south roof.
These temperatures compare well to the measured roof temperatures of 51.4° and 20.6°
C.
Figure 3.19 shows the air flow patterns and velocity magnitudes. Flow patterns
which could not be seen in the experimental data can now be investigated. The non64

uniform roof boundary conditions caused a rising of air on the south side of the roof
while air fell along the north side of the roof (Figure 3.19a). When the vent was open,
the ridge cap inlet jet was pushed towards the cooler roof surface (north side) by the
buoyantly rising air from the hotter roof surface (south side) (Figure 3.19b). The northeave inlet air on the cool side of the attic pools on the floor while the south-eave inlet air
on the hot side recirculates near the eave until it absorbs enough heat to rise up the hot
roof. These flow behaviors were also observed by smoke tracing the experimental attic.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.19

Simulated attic velocity stream lines for (a) VC and (b) VO stages.

Note: Green dot (o) represents vent location in (b).
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A comparison was made between the simulated data and the interpolated
experimental data for the entire temperature field. A program was created to align the
two data sets because the simulated unstructured mesh did not line up with the evenly
spaced experimental grid. Figure 3.20a shows the difference between the two data sets at
the beginning of VO and Figure 3.20b shows the difference at the end of VO.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.20

Differences between experimental and simulated data. (a) Beginning and
(b) end of VO stage.
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On average, the simulation over predicted the experimental data by 2.0 °C at the
beginning of the fan cycle and 1.2 °C at the end of the fan cycle. The over prediction of
the temperature could have been due to several factors. The emissivities of the attic
construction materials were only best guesses. The general over prediction in the high
thermal gradient region between the hot roof and the floor of the right side of Figure 3.20
suggests that radiative heat transfer was too great. Accurate emissivities could reduce the
over prediction in this region.
Another source of error could be the 2D assumption of flow behavior within the
attic space. The experimental sensors were located on center with one of the vents,
showing only one cross-section of the whole three dimensional space. However, the
simulation predicts an average temperature distribution for the whole attic space. The
simulation does not take into account any 3D effects that might be occurring in the actual
attic space.
3.6

Conclusions
A model (AIVM) was created to simulate the thermal and flow characteristics of a

broiler house attic. The driving forces for the model were derived logically from
governing physic such that the inputs could be obtained using a standard weather station.
The model was solved using a finite element software package (Comsol Multiphysics,
2012) on a mesh developed for accuracy, speed, and flexibility.
The AIVM was used to simulate a test case which could be compared to
experimental data. The temperature field of the simulation results over predicted
experimental data by less than 2 °C on average. The average experimental test case
temperature of the air passing though the attic inlet vent was predicted within 0.1°C by
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the simulation. The AIVM can now be used to develop broiler house attic design
changes tailored to increasing thermal energy extraction from the attic space for
supplemental heating.
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CHAPTER IV
DESIGN OF THERMAL EXTRACTION IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE ATTIC
SPACE OF BROILER HOUSES

4.1

Introduction
The next goal of this project was to take the simulation that was developed using

the experimental data and use it to design improvements for the attic space of a broiler
house. While the principals of attic inlet ventilation are logical, little attention has been
given to the layout of the attic space with optimization of thermal extraction in mind.
Observations of the attic space simulation were taken in the context of improving thermal
energy extraction.
The simulation showed that the thermal environment was fairly stratified. Within
the attic space, solar heated air rose to the top of the attic while cool air settled near the
floor. Flow patterns showed that cool air entering through the eave did not mix with
hotter air until it absorbs solar energy from the roof. Typical attic inlet vents are either
mounted flush or very close to the floor of the attic, even though the hottest air is located
at the top of the attic space. The first observed potential design change was to construct a
riser on the attic vent placing the inlet higher up in the thermally stratified zone.
When the fans were off, hot air was buoyantly vented out through the ridge cap.
If this air could be slowed down or partially retained then thermal extraction potential of
the attic space could be increased. When the fans were on, cool air entered through the
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ridge cap and flowed through the hot air region, absorbing some of the hot air’s thermal
energy along the way. Diverting this cool air stream away from the valuable hot air
could improve thermal storage.
The second possible area of improvement aimed to tackle both of these observed
inefficiencies with one design change. A piece of plywood was placed under the top
member of the truss, extending from the ridge cap to several meters down the roof slope.
This would create a channel to divert the cool ridge cap air away from the top of the attic
space while trapping some hot air underneath it. This would retain most of the
functionality of the ridge cap while allowing some heat to be trapped. The ridge cap is
needed to allow extremely hot attic air to vent in summer and moisture laden air to escape
throughout the year.
The last possible area of improvement deals with the lateral placement of the
vents. From the simulation data it was evident that the south side of the attic was hotter
than the north side when heating was needed most (winter low sun angle). Previous
guidelines for attic inlet placement have suggested that vent location should be alternated
from one side of the ceiling to the other as they progress down the building. The reason
for this suggestion was to improve ventilation distribution. While this may hold true,
much less thermal energy is available on the north side of attic space. Placing the vents
only on the south side of the ceiling could increase thermal energy extraction in an eastwest oriented house. The experimental case happened to have the vents on the south
side; however, half of the vents in the house were on the north side.
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While these design changes made sense logically, no information was available to
help dictate their position, size, or orientation. The devised set of vent riser and diverter
combinations to be investigated is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1

4.2

Possible diverter and attic inlet vent design changes (north diverter = red,
south diverter = blue).

Simulation Changes
In order to determine the relative effectiveness of different vent riser and diverter

combinations, each setup was simulated using the attic inlet ventilation model (AIVM).
Several modifications had to be made to the model to accommodate the proposed design
changes.
First, the diverter geometry was parameterized so that its length and location
could easily be changed within COMSOL. The diverter was constructed from a thin
sheet of plywood in the simulation. While plywood does slow down the flow of heat, it
may cause significant error to assume that its surfaces are perfectly insulated. Since the
model only considers heat transfer through air, the heat transfer through the solid wood
had to be solved analytically. It was assumed that the heat transfer though the plywood
could be simplified as a 1-D problem; i.e., the conduction depends only on material
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properties and the temperature immediately on either side. This was accomplished by
mapping the temperatures from each side of the plywood onto the opposite side of the
plywood (Figure 4.2), making the temperatures available for computation of analytical
conduction within the COMSOL simulation environment.

Figure 4.2

Geometry of ridge cap diverter.

Note: To calculate heat flux, temperatures along the red line were mapped onto the blue
line and vise versa.

These mapped temperatures were then used to determine the heat flux across the
plywood using Fourier’s law of conduction (Eq. 4.1).

(Eq. 4.1)
The conductivity of plywood (
thickness (

) was assumed to be 0.17 W·m-1·K-1 and

) was set to 13 mm (0.5 in).
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The second modification that had to be made to the simulation was the ability to
move the inlet of the attic vent around the attic space. Because this was a 2D simulation
in which it was assumed that the rows of discrete attic inlet vents could be approximated
as a slot, an actual riser drawn in the domain as a vent riser would represent a vertical
wall. This would restrict airflow in the attic space in a manner that was unrealistic.
Thus, the simulated vent riser needed to represent the inlet location while ignoring the
physical stack. This was accomplished by using a low profile triangle to represent the
vent riser (Figure 4.3). The long top side of this triangle was located wherever the top of
the vent riser would have been in the actual attic. The width of the top of the triangle was
the same as the scaled vent width (3.58 cm). A triangle was used because a flat slit
cannot be represented by the meshing sequence used. The same velocity boundary
condition that was applied to the floor mounted vent was also applied to the triangular
floating vent riser inlet. The minimum number of mesh elements was restricted to eight
at the velocity boundary. The boundaries at the bottom of the triangle were represented
as slip walls since they do not exist in the real attic.

Figure 4.3

Triangular representation of the top of the vent riser.
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The movement of the vent was facilitated by parameterizing its location along an
ellipse. The ellipse size and location were chosen to allow the original vent position to
fall along its path while staying out of contact with the proposed diverters. Position was
included as radians from the horizontal axis on the south side of the attic.
4.3

Comparing Relative Output of Design Changes
In order to decide which design parameters were most effective, a comparison

criterion had to be established. The goal of these improvements was to extract more heat
from the attic space, thus the comparison criteria was based on the quantity of heat that
passed thought the vent while the fans were on. This quantity was post-processed from
the simulation data.
The air temperature was not constant across the vent or with time due to depletion
of energy content of the attic space. To determine the total heat passing through the vent
from a field of fluctuating variables, a double integral in space and time was calculated
on the vent boundary (Eq. 4.2). Equation variables are described in Table 4.7. The
integration time began at the start of the VO stage of a single 5 min fan cycle and ended
with varying runtimes of 30, 60, 90, or 120 s.

(Eq. 4.2)
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Table 4.7

Variables for Eq. 4.2.

Variable

Units
J∙m‐1
s
s
m
kg∙m‐3
J∙kg‐1∙K‐1
K
m∙s‐1

Description
heat gain over ambient
vent cycle start time
vent cycle end time
scaled vent width
density of air at vent
specific heat of air
change in temperature relative to outside ambient
normal velocity to vent

The quantity of energy passing through the vent was calculated relative to outside
temperature. Thus extracting attic air that was warmer than outside ambient air produced
a positive heat gain (i.e. the energy advantage over regular minimum ventilation).

was

calculated in units of J m-1 for a single fan cycle (every 5 min). In order to determine the
energy output for a whole house,

must be multiplied by the length of the house. To

determine the power output (watts),

must be divided by the number of seconds in a fan

cycle (300 s).
While

gives a convenient quantity to determine total heat output, a value was

also need to easily identify which attic design configurations yielded the best results.
Thus a comparative value was also calculated as heat output gain (%) over the baseline
test case of no diverter and a vent mounted flush with the floor on the south side of the
attic. Thus a value of 0% means that no advantage was seen over the baseline case.
4.4

Results
Simulations were computed to test possible attic design improvements. Two

rounds of simulations were run. The first round included many simplifications of the
original AIVM in order to decrease computational time of numerous configurations. The
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first round narrowed down the list of possible vent and diverter combinations. The
second round of simulations tested fewer design cases on the complete AIVM with no
additional simplifications.
4.4.1

Simplified Simulation to Determine Relative Advantages of Attic
Configurations
Twenty-four different combinations of diverters and vent locations were

simulated using a simplified version of AIVM. The simplifications included the
following: neglect radiation within the attic space, roof temperature fixed at measured
temperatures from experimental data, and no conduction across the diverter. In addition
to these simplifications the vent velocity was set to a value of 2 m s-1, pressure was set to
one standard atmosphere, and density was calculated based on dry air at ambient
temperature. All other model inputs were the same as the test case parameters (Table
4.8). These simulations were intended to examine energy output for the possible attic
space design changes relative to other configurations.
Table 4.8

Simulation parameters for simplified simulation.

Parameter
Wind Velocity
Vent Velocity
Ambient Temperature
Atmospheric Pressure

Value
0 m/s
2 m/s
11.4°C
101325 Pa

South Roof Temperature 51.4°
North Roof Temperature 20.6°
Attic Air Density
1.23 kg/m3
Cycle Date
Cycle Start Time
Fan Start Time
Fan Stop Time

Dec. 31st, 2011
10:53:30
10:57:30
10:58:30
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The energy output for each case (q60) was calculated with Eq. 4.2 on a unit depth
basis and tabulated in Table 4.9. All energy outputs were calculated for a 60 s fan
runtime. Case 1 represented the simulation of the experimentally measured test case attic
inlet system. Efficiency gains were calculated relative to Case 1; any negative gain
represents a drop in efficiency.

Table 4.9
Case

Relative thermal energy output for various simplified simulation cases.

Vent
Location

Diverter
Length

Diverter
Location

m

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

A
B
C
E
F
G
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
B
D
B
C
D
E
B
C
D

0
0
0
0
0
0
1.22
2.44
2.44
2.44
2.44
3.66
3.66
3.66
3.66
1.22
1.22
2.44
2.44
2.44
2.44
3.66
3.66
3.66

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
North
North
North
North
North
North
North
North
North

q60

Gain

kJ/m

%

61.6
73.4
78.8
78.8
73.1
51.1
74.9
61.6
70.6
72.0
70.9
55.4
65.2
65.9
65.9
74.5
93.6
78.1
89.3
100.8
93.6
80.6
94.3
103.3

0
19
28
28
19
-17
22
0
15
17
15
-10
6
7
7
21
52
27
45
64
52
31
53
68

Note: Compare results only with others from this chart.
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Simulation Cases 1-6 were variations of attic vent location without the addition of
ridge-cap diverters. Increases in thermal energy extraction can be seen in all vent
configurations which were not flush with the ceiling. Placing the vent riser intake higher
in the attic space allowed warmer air to be extracted.
Cases 7 - 15 examined diverter placement on the south side of the roof. While
these configurations did increase contact time between the ridge cap inlet stream and the
hot metal roof, the diverter also caused most of the heat from the south roof to be vented
out of the ridge cap when the fans were off. Thus, south roof diverters were not
beneficial.
Cases 16 through 24 examined diverter placement on the north side of the roof.
These configurations diverted cooler inlet air away from the hot buoyant air mass at the
top of the attic. The diverters also trap and store hot air underneath them. Vent
configuration D took advantage of this hot stored air most efficiently. Case 24 has the
highest thermal energy extraction overall; however, a diverter this large could cause
moisture problems with the attic trusses. Any hot moist air that flows back through the
open vent would be trapped under this long diverter. Unwanted heat buildup under the
diverter in the summer could also be a problem when cooling the house. A smaller
diverter (Case 17 or 20) still improves thermal energy extraction, but would trap less
moisture under the diverter. Case 20 is presented as the best configuration (2.44 m
diverter on north roof with a vent placed high in the center of the attic space) from the
first round of simulations (Figure 4.4).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4

Simulated attic (a) VC and (b) VO (60 s) temperature distribution for
simplified simulation.

Note: Interior radiation and diverter heat flux were ignored. Full vent riser is shown only
for illustration purposes.
4.4.2

Simulation to Determine Thermal Output of Attic Configurations
The second round of simulations was intended to realistically simulate the thermal

output of the attic design improvements. Six cases were chosen from the first round of
simulations to investigate further using the full AIVM. All simplifications made on the
full model in the previous simulations were omitted. Boundary conditions were derived
only from data that could be collected with a standard weather station and the velocity
sensors located within the attic inlet vent (Table 4.10).
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Table 4.10 Simulation parameters for full simulation.
Parameter
Wind Velocity
Vent Velocity
Ambient Temperature
Atmospheric Pressure

Value
0 m/s
1.41 m/s
11.4°C
97940 Pa

Flat Plate Solar Radiation
North Roof Incident Angle
South Roof Incident Angle
Attic Air Density

451 W/m2
36.9°
80.8°
1.18 kg/m3

Cycle Date
Cycle Start Time
Fan Start Time
Fan Stop Time

Dec. 31st, 2011
10:53:30
10:57:30
10:58:30

The energy output for each case was calculated with Eq. 4.2 on a unit depth basis
and tabulated in Table 4.11. The 30 to 120 s time periods represent fan runtimes. These
runtimes correlate to duty cycles of 10, 20, 30, and 40%. The different configurations of
Cases 1-6 deplete the attic of thermal energy at different rates; thus energy output varied
according to the fan duty cycle. All energy outputs were also compared against the test
case attic configuration (Case 1) as a percentile improvement.

Table 4.11 Thermal energy output for select simulation cases.
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The prior lack of knowledge on the thermal environment of the poultry house attic
led to the practice of installing attic inlet vents in an alternating pattern (half of the vents
on the north side of the ceiling and half on the south side of the ceiling). This was done
under the assumption that alternating the location of the vents would improve ventilation
distribution. While air distribution may be improved, placing vents on the north side of
an east-west oriented building will decrease the thermal energy extraction potential of the
system by approximately 11% (Case 3 compared to Case 1). Case 1 and 3 demonstrated
that attic inlets installed flush with the floor should be installed on the south side of the
attic in an east-west oriented building. Placing the inlets on the south side of the attic
takes advantage of the uneven heating of the attic space.
A comparison of Cases 4 and 6 confirms the earlier finding that a diverter
mounted parallel to the underside of the roof on the south side of the attic is not as
effective as a similar diverter on the north side of the attic. The north side diverter (Case
6) shields the thermally stratified air at the top of the attic space from incoming ambient
air from the ridge cap. The south side diverter (Case 4) acts as a solar chimney and
radiation shield whenever the fan is off; buoyantly venting air through the ridge cap
which absorbed the solar heat trapped between the diverter and the roof. This behavior
was not desirable.
With the north side diverter in place, an attic configuration with the vent at
location D has a 10% energy extraction advantage over the vent at location C for a 60 s
fan runtime. Thermal stratification permitted a vent mounted higher in the attic space to
extract more thermal energy. However, this advantage is about half of that seen in the
first round of simulations. It’s likely the addition of interior radiation to the model
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reduced the thermal stratification of the attic space by introducing an additional heat flux
away from the roof to the attic floor.
The attic configuration consisting of a 2.44 m diverter on the north side of the
attic and a vent mounted high in the center of the attic (1.3 m from the insulation surface)
under the diverter is once again presented as the best case attic configuration. Case 6 had
a 38% and 41% (30 s and 60 s fan runtime, respectively) improvement in thermal energy
capture over the test case configuration (Case 1). The temperature and flow fields of
Case 6 with a 60 s fan runtime can be seen in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. The streamline
plot shows how this attic configuration acts as a thermal siphon. Cool ambient air is
redirected to the floor area of the attic while pushing warmer buoyant air up into the peak
of the roof under the diverter. The vent then taps into this stratified region to extract the
most thermally valuable air.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5

Simulated attic (a) VC and (b) VO (60 s) temperature distribution for full
simulation of Case 6.

Note: Case 6 consists of a 2.44 m diverter on the north side of the attic and a vent
mounted 1.3 m higher than insulation surface at the center of the attic. Full vent riser is
shown only for illustration purposes.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.6

Simulated attic (a) VC and (b) VO (60 s) velocity distribution for full
simulation of Case 6.

Note: Case 6 consists of a 2.44 m diverter on the north side of the attic and a vent
mounted 1.3 m higher than insulation surface at the center of the attic. Full vent riser is
shown only for illustration purposes.
The simulation of Case 2 demonstrates that a thermal energy gain of
approximately 19% can be obtained by placing the vent near the hot side of the roof even
without a diverter in place (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8). Vent C was located 1.2 m to the
south of the attic center and 1.3 m higher than the attic floor. Buoyantly rising air on the
underside of the south roof shielded the vent inlet from cool ridge cap air short circuiting
the attic space (Figure 4.8b). However, efficiency was less than Case 6 because a hot air
mass was not generated and stored under a diverter during the VC time.
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Figure 4.7

Simulated attic (a) VC and (b) VO (60 s) temperature distribution for full
simulation of Case 2.

Note: Case 2 contains no diverter on and a vent mounted 1.3 m higher than insulation and
1.2 m south of the center of the attic. Full vent riser is shown only for illustration
purposes.
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Figure 4.8

Simulated attic (a) VC and (b) VO (60 s) velocity distribution for full
simulation of Case 2.

Note: Case 2 contains no diverter on and a vent mounted 1.3 m higher than insulation and
1.2 m south of the center of the attic. Full vent riser is shown only for illustration
purposes.
4.5

Conclusions
The AIVM along with a few modifications was used to model a collection of

potential design changes intended to increase the thermal energy extraction of attic inlet
heated broiler houses. The values for the boundary condition parameters were derived
from experimental weather station data collected during a fan cycle test case. Twentyfour different configurations were simulated first with a simplified model and then six of
those configurations were chosen to simulate using the full model. Comparison of the
configurations showed that a 2.44 m diverter on the north side of the attic and a vent
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mounted high in the center of the attic under the diverter could increase thermal energy
extraction from the attic space by about 40% over the current test case. This diverter and
vent combination created a thermal siphon which separated hot from cold air while
pulling only the hottest attic air through the vent. The vent riser alone as a design change
also showed potential. The addition of a vent riser with its inlet near the metal roof on
the south side of the attic without a diverter can increase thermal extraction by 19%.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1

Conclusions
Field data was collected during the operation of attic inlets in an east-west

oriented broiler house using a custom built data acquisition system. A single fan cycle
was chosen to serve as a test case for the development of an attic thermal model. A two
dimensional CFD attic inlet ventilation model (AIVM) was developed using weather
station data to derive boundary conditions. The simulation was comparatively verified
using the test case data. The simulation of the test case illustrated the asymmetric heating
and stratification of air temperature along with the airflow patterns of the attic space. The
simulation model was used to compare 23 new attic inlet system configurations to the
current operation. The simulation demonstrated that the strategic placement of a simple
diverter and an inlet riser may increase thermal energy extraction by 40% for broiler
house attic inlet minimum ventilation. Placing a diverter under the ridge cap and along
the shaded side of the roof diverts incoming cold air away from the valuable hot air mass
in the top of the attic. Extending the inlet vent riser 1.3 m higher into the thermally
stratified attic space improved capture of the hot air mass. The diverter and vent
combination created a thermal siphon which separated hot from cold air while pulling
only the hottest attic air through the vent.
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5.2

Economic Impact
An estimation of the fuel savings incurred by the implementation of the attic inlet

design modifications proposed in this thesis was required to illustrate their economic
viability. The fuel savings incurred by standard (vent flush with floor) attic inlet
ventilation systems has as already been estimated by the National Poultry Technology
Center (NPTC) for broiler facilities located in northern Alabama (Campbell, 2008). The
attic inlet efficiency improvement percentages were applied to extend the NPTC
economic analysis to include the proposed modifications (Table 5.12). The 19%
improvement represents the lone attic inlet riser design modification (Table 4.11, Case 2),
while the 39% improvement represents the inlet riser with diverter design (Table 4.11,
Case 6). These cost savings represent the weather conditions and solar angle observed in
the test case; however, the improvement percentages likely vary throughout the year.
The seasonal and weather effects have yet to be determined.
Table 5.12 Projected yearly propane cost reduction from attic inlet ventilation
improvements.
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5.3

Future Work
Several opportunities for improvement and additional studies became evident

though this project. The next logical step for this project is field verification of several
design modification cases. Cases 2, 3, and 6 represent the most important findings. The
simulation of Case 3 showed that attic inlets mounted flush with the attic floor should be
placed on the south side of an east-west oriented building. The real world efficiency
improvement of this finding could be determined by instrumenting a north-side vent in
the same test site building with temperature and velocity sensors. This north vent could
then be directly compared to the already instrumented south vent.

Figure 5.1

Orientation of existing south-side instrumentation setup (green) and
proposed north-side setup (red) to test Case 3 simulation findings.

Case 2 simulation showed that if an attic inlet vent was located close to the south
roof surface then buoyant forces will shield it from ambient ridge cap air and thermal
stratification will allow it to capture more energy than a vent located flush with the attic
floor. These findings could be tested at the existing test site by placing a riser on top of a
south vent (Figure 5.2). This setup could also be compared to the existing
instrumentation setup to determine the relative gains.
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Figure 5.2

A real world setup similar to Case 2 could be tested by placing a chimney
(red) on top of a south vent in the test site house.

Case 6 involved diverting incoming ridge cap air away from a high thermal
energy air mass and relocating the vent inlet to pull air from the hottest point in that air
mass (Figure 5.3). Due to the trapping of heat under the diverter, the thermal
environment of the attic space would be changed relative to the baseline case. The only
way to maintain the attic thermal environment associated with Case 6 and the baseline
case in the existing test site attic would be to partition the attic into two separate rooms
separated by an insulated wall (Figure 5.4). This would allow for relative gains
associated with Case 6 to be determined.

Figure 5.3

Proposed diverter and vent riser setup to test Case 6 simulation results in
the real world.
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Figure 5.4

Location of proposed Case 6 experimental setup (red box) relative to the
existing baseline setup (green box). The two areas are separated by an
insulated wall (red line).

The CFD models used to develop the attic design modifications could be
improved if future field studies show that the simulation data does not match the
experimental data. Due to software constraints, the attic space was modeled as a 2D
space. The use of a new software package could allow for the attic to be modeled in 3D;
eliminating the 2D assumptions.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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A.1

MATLAB Programs

A.1.1

Automated Thermocouple Calibration Program

%Jonathan Olsen
%Mississippi State University
%2011/10
%Thermocouple Calibration program for Fischer water bath
%and Campbell Scientific CR1000 data logger. PC was connected
%to both via serial cable.
clear
clc
highSet = 40;
lowSet = 4; %degC
deltaT = 3;
NumThermo = 55; %number of thermocouples being tested (actually total
sensors)
NumStabItt = 3; %number of consecutively stable readings b/f record
NumStabRead = 3; %number of readings to record at stable temp
IntervalTime = 30; %seconds
TempTol = .15; %tolerence for stable temperature
%Change highSet to reflect constant interval deltaT between high and
low T
highSet= lowSet + ceil((highSet-lowSet)/deltaT)*deltaT;
SPArrayUp = lowSet:deltaT:highSet;
index=1;
%sweep through temperatures
for i = 1:length(SPArrayUp);
s = serial('COM5');
set(s, 'BaudRate', 9600, 'Parity', 'none');
set(s, {'StopBits', 'RecordName'}, {1, 'WBTest.txt'});
set(s, 'Name', 'Bath');
set(s, 'Terminator', 'CR');
s2 = serial('COM3');
set(s2, 'BaudRate', 9600, 'Parity', 'none');
set(s2, {'StopBits', 'RecordName'}, {1, 'WBTest.txt'});
set(s2, 'Name', 'CR1000');
set(s2, 'Terminator', 'CR/LF');
stableFlag = 0;
Readings = 0;
%Send Setpoint
SP = strcat('S', num2str(SPArrayUp(i)));
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fopen(s);
fprintf(s, SP);
fclose(s);
% While the # of consec stable readings is less than threshold
while Readings < NumStabRead
tic
%get bath Temp
fopen(s);
fprintf(s, 'F?');
Read{1,index} = str2double(fscanf(s));
fclose(s);
%check for temperature stab (incr if consec stab, clear if not)
if stableFlag == NumStabItt
clc
SP
stableFlag
Read{3,index-1}(8)
elseif abs(SPArrayUp(i)-Read{1,index}) < TempTol
clc
SP
stableFlag = stableFlag + 1
else
clc
SP
stableFlag = 0
end
if stableFlag >= NumStabItt
%Get Campbell time
errorFlag=25; %ensures hang-up wont occur if time-out does
fopen(s2);
while errorFlag==25
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '0');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.5);
readFlag=0;
errorFlag=0;
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end

while readFlag==0
A=fscanf(s2);
errorFlag=errorFlag+1;
if strncmp('CR1000>0',A,8)==1
for jj=1:1:7
TimeX{jj}=fscanf(s2);
end
readFlag=1;
elseif errorFlag==25
readFlag=1;
end
end

%store time
Read{2,index} = TimeX;
fclose(s2);
pause(.3);
%get Campbell variables
errorFlag=90;
fopen(s2);
while errorFlag==90
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, 'F');
pause(.1);
fprintf(s2, '');
pause(.5);

end

readFlag=0;
errorFlag=0;
while readFlag==0
A=fscanf(s2);
errorFlag=errorFlag+1;
if strncmp('CR1000>F',A,8)==1
for jj=1:1:NumThermo+3
VarX{jj}=str2double(fscanf(s2));
end
readFlag=1;
elseif errorFlag==90
readFlag=1;
end
end
%Store data points
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Read{3,index} = VarX;
fclose(s2);
%Indexing
Readings = Readings + 1;
index = index + 1;
else
index = index + 1;
end

end

%Wait for next interval
pause(IntervalTime-toc);

fopen(s);
fprintf(s, 'S24'); %set to room temp
fclose(s);
end

clear s s2;

save('Calibration.mat','Read');
disp('Finished!')
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A.1.2

Attic Temperature Field Animation and Plotting Program

%Jonathan Olsen
%Mississippi State University
%2012/02
%
%
%
%

This program handles input of attic T data, sends each timestep
to the interpolation subroutine, plots, and animates. These program
are designed to be robust enough to process and entire day
of data

clc
clear
dX=.05; dY=.05; %grid spacing
UnitCh1=1;%9/5; %conversion factors
UnitCh2=0;%32;
UnitCh3=0.3048;
HouseW=43; %house width (ft)
step=1;
%load calibrated attic themperature data from excel
[TempData, TimeData] =
xlsread('C:\....xlsx','TempsCal','D31143:BJ31153');
%load Weather data from excel
OutDataSet = xlsread('C:\....csv','C4593:C4599');
%load sensor location coordinates
LocData = xlsread('C:\....xlsx','Prepd Data','A1:B46');
TimeData=TimeData(:,1);
%position figure
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize');
figure('Position',[100 100 1700 500]);
set(gcf,'Color','w')
axis([(-HouseW/2+.5)*UnitCh3 (HouseW/2+.5)*UnitCh3 (0.1416*(HouseW/2+.5))*UnitCh3 (6.8)*UnitCh3]);
%Plot Range
Xmax=ceil(max(LocData(:,1)));
Xmin=floor(min(LocData(:,1)));
Ymax=6.7;%ceil(max(LocData(:,2)));
Ymin=floor(min(LocData(:,2)));
rangeX=Xmin:dX:Xmax;
rangeY=Ymin:dY:Ymax;
%create mesh
Incs = length(TimeData);
[X,Y]=meshgrid(rangeX,rangeY);
rangeZHi=32; %High desired temperature
rangeZLo=11; %Low desired temperature
%animation parameters
reruns=3;
fps=3;
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nframes = Incs/step;
Frames = moviein(nframes);
%Graphics plot
House =[21.5
-3.186;
0
0;
-21.5
-3.186;
-21.5
-2.876;
0
6.5;
21.5
-2.876
21.5
-3.186];
k=0;
wBar=waitbar(0,'Progress','Position',[100 800 300 60]);
for i=1:step:Incs
k=k+1;
waitbar(i / Incs)
%check for missing data points
for sensor=1:1:58
if isnan(TempData(i,sensor)) || TempData(i,sensor)<-100
if i>1
TempData(i,sensor)=TempData(i-step,sensor);
else
TempData(i,sensor)=999;
end
end
end
%interpolate data
T_out=OutDataSet(floor(i/30+1));
[Z night InAvgTemp RoofTempS RoofTempN] =
AtticInterp(TempData(i,:)',T_out,dX,dY);
rangeZ=0:ceil(1*UnitCh1):ceil(60*UnitCh1+UnitCh2);
ZStor{i}=Z;
%plot frame
clf
hold all
figure(1);
[C,h] = contourf(X*UnitCh3,Y*UnitCh3,Z*UnitCh1+UnitCh2,rangeZ);
set(h,'ShowText','on','TextStep',get(h,'LevelStep')*1)
caxis manual;
caxis([floor(rangeZLo*UnitCh1+UnitCh2)
floor(rangeZHi*UnitCh1+UnitCh2)]);
plot(House(:,1)*UnitCh3,House(:,2)*UnitCh3,'Color','k',...
'LineWidth',3);
plot(LocData(1:46,1)*UnitCh3,LocData(1:46,2)*UnitCh3,'o',...
'MarkerFaceColor','g',...
'MarkerSize',8)
ylabel({'Position (m)'},'FontSize',13);
text(-12*UnitCh3,4.7*UnitCh3,['Outside Temp = ' ...
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num2str(round(10*(Z(1,1)*UnitCh1+UnitCh2))/10)],...
'BackgroundColor','w','FontSize',13);
text(-5*UnitCh3,-2*UnitCh3,['Ceiling Temp = ' ...
num2str(round(10*(Z(1,round(22/dX))*UnitCh1+UnitCh2...
))/10)],'BackgroundColor','w','FontSize',13);
xa = [.275 .325];
ya = [.65 .45];
ann = annotation('textarrow',xa,ya,'String',...
['Attic Avg Temp = ' num2str(round(10*...
(InAvgTemp*UnitCh1+UnitCh2))/10)]);
set(ann,'TextBackgroundColor','m','Color','m','TextColor','k','HeadStyl
e','ellipse','FontSize',13)
xb = [.725 .705];
yb = [.58 .48];
ann2 = annotation('textarrow',xb,yb,'String',...
['South Roof Temp = ' num2str(round(10*(RoofTempS*...
UnitCh1+UnitCh2))/10)]);
set(ann2,'TextBackgroundColor','r','Color','r','TextColor',...
'w','FontSize',13)
xc = [.25 .275];
yc = [.53 .45];
ann3 = annotation('textarrow',xc,yc,'String',...
['North Roof Temp = ' num2str(round(10*(RoofTempN*...
UnitCh1+UnitCh2))/10)]);
set(ann3,'TextBackgroundColor','b','Color','b','TextColor',...
'w','FontSize',13)
title(['Attic Temperature Contour Plot from ' TimeData(i)] ,...
'FontSize',14);
CBar = colorbar('peer',gca);
S1=['Temperature (C' char(176) ')'];
set(get(CBar,'ylabel'),'String', S1,'FontSize',13);
set(gcf,'Color','w')
hold off

end

%store frame
Frames(:,k)=getframe(gcf);

delete(wBar);
% Record the video
myVideo = VideoWriter('x');
myVideo.FrameRate = fps;
myVideo.Quality = 75;
open(myVideo);
writeVideo(myVideo, Frames);
close(myVideo);
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A.1.3

Attic Temperature Field Extrapolation Program

function [ ZData night InAvgTemp RoofTempS RoofTempN] = AtticInterp(
RawData, OutTemp, dX, dY )
%Attic temperature field interpolation
%
The matlab v4 extrapolation function is used to process the attic
%
temperature data into a continuous field
% Perform any necessary data house cleaning with excel (get rid of bad
% data points, interpolate surface temperatures if they are to be
% included, ect). Excel also decides if its night of day.
xlswrite('C:\....xlsx',RawData,'B2:B59');
xlsData = xlsread('C:\....xlsx','Prepd Data','A1:D1119');
InAvgTemp = xlsData(end,4);
RoofTempS = (RawData(4)+RawData(18))/2;
RoofTempN = (RawData(10)+RawData(12))/2;
% Sort data and remove empty cells
RawTemp = xlsData(:,4);
InTemp = median([ RawTemp(7) RawTemp(5) RawTemp(1) RawTemp(21) ]);
jj=0;
night=0;
for ii=1:1:length(xlsData)
if xlsData(ii,3)~=0 && ii<47 %use only attic interior data
jj=jj+1;
TempData(jj)=xlsData(ii,3);
LocData(jj,1)=xlsData(ii,1);
LocData(jj,2)=xlsData(ii,2);
else
night=1;
end
end
% interpolate data on fine grid determined by dX dY
rangeX=floor(min(LocData(:,1))):dX:ceil(max(LocData(:,1)));
rangeY=floor(min(LocData(:,2))):dY:ceil(max(LocData(:,2)));
[X,Y]=meshgrid(rangeX,rangeY);
ZData=griddata(LocData(:,1),LocData(:,2),TempData,X,Y,'v4');
% Insert outside and inside T in the apropriate
% loc, or NAN if T not wanted
for i=1:1:length(rangeX)
for j=1:1:length(rangeY)
if X(j,i)<=0 && Y(j,i)<0.1416*X(j,i) &&
abs(X(j,i))<22.5%max(max(LocData))
ZData(j,i)=NaN;%InTemp;
%Activate InTemp and remove NaN
%to view inside color
elseif X(j,i)>0 && Y(j,i)<-0.1416*X(j,i) &&
abs(X(j,i))<max(max(LocData))
ZData(j,i)=NaN;%InTemp;
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elseif isnan(ZData(j,i))
ZData(j,i)=NaN;%OutTemp;

%Activate OutTemp and remove NaN
%to view outside color
elseif X(j,i)<=0 && Y(j,i)>0.4167*X(j,i)+6.5 ||
abs(X(j,i))>max(max(LocData))
ZData(j,i)=NaN;%OutTemp;
elseif X(j,i)>0 && Y(j,i)>-0.4167*X(j,i)+6.5
ZData(j,i)=NaN;%OutTemp;
end
end

end

%stores Outside and Inside T in known points for plotting
ZData(1,1)=OutTemp;
ZData(1,round(22/dX))=InTemp;
End
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A.2

CR1000 Data Logger CRBasic Program
'CR1000
'Declare Variables and Units
Dim LCount_5
Dim LCount_7
Dim LCount_9
Dim LCount_11
Public BattV
Public PTemp_C
Public Temp_C(4)
Public RH(6)
Public Temp_C_2(32)
Public Temp_C_Nu(22)
Public Vel(10)
Units BattV=Volts
Units PTemp_C=Deg C
Units Temp_C=Deg C
Units RH=mV
Units Temp_C_2=Deg C
Units Vel=mV
'Define Data Tables
DataTable(SlowTable,True,-1)
DataInterval(0,30,Sec,0)
CardOut (0,-1)
Minimum(1,BattV,FP2,False,False)
Sample(1,PTemp_C,FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C(1),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C(2),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C(3),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C(4),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(1),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(2),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(3),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(4),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(5),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(6),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(7),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(8),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(9),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(10),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(11),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(12),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(13),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(14),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(15),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(16),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(17),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(18),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(19),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(20),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(21),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(22),FP2)
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Sample(1,Temp_C_2(23),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(24),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(25),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(26),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(27),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(28),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(29),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(30),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(31),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_2(32),FP2)
Sample(1,RH(1),FP2)
Sample(1,RH(2),FP2)
Sample(1,RH(3),FP2)
Sample(1,RH(4),FP2)
Sample(1,RH(5),FP2)
Sample(1,RH(6),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(1),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(2),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(3),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(4),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(5),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(6),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(7),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(8),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(9),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(10),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(11),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(12),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(13),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(14),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(15),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(16),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(17),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(18),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(19),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(20),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(21),FP2)
Sample(1,Temp_C_Nu(22),FP2)
EndTable
DataTable(FastTable,True,-1)
DataInterval(0,5,Sec,0)
CardOut (0,-1)
Sample(1,Vel(1),FP2)
Sample(1,Vel(2),FP2)
Sample(1,Vel(3),FP2)
Sample(1,Vel(4),FP2)
Sample(1,Vel(5),FP2)
Sample(1,Vel(6),FP2)
Sample(1,Vel(7),FP2)
Sample(1,Vel(8),FP2)
Sample(1,Vel(9),FP2)
Sample(1,Vel(10),FP2)
EndTable
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'Main Program
BeginProg
Scan(5,Sec,0,0)
If TimeIntoInterval(0,30,Sec) Then
'Default Datalogger Battery Voltage measurement BattV
Battery(BattV)
'Wiring Panel Temperature measurement PTemp_C
PanelTemp(PTemp_C,_60Hz)
'Turn AM16/32 Multiplexer On
PortSet(2,1)
Delay(0,150,mSec)
LCount_5=1
SubScan(0,uSec,4)
'Switch to next AM16/32 Multiplexer channel
PulsePort(1,10000)
'Type T (copper-constantan) Thermocouple measurements Temp_C() on the AM16/32 Multiplexer:
TCDiff(Temp_C(LCount_5),1,mV2_5C,1,TypeT,PTemp_C,True,0,_60Hz,1,0)
LCount_5=LCount_5+1
NextSubScan
LCount_7=1
SubScan(0,uSec,6)
'Switch to next AM16/32 Multiplexer channel
PulsePort(1,10000)
'Generic Differential Voltage measurements RH() on the AM16/32 Multiplexer:
VoltDiff(RH(LCount_7),1,mV5000,1,True,0,_60Hz,1,0)
LCount_7=LCount_7+1
NextSubScan
LCount_11=1
SubScan(0,uSec,22)
'Switch to next AM16/32 Multiplexer channel
PulsePort(1,10000)
'Type T (copper-constantan) Thermocouple measurements Temp_C() on the AM16/32 Multiplexer:
TCDiff(Temp_C_Nu(LCount_11),1,mV2_5C,1,TypeT,PTemp_C,True,0,_60Hz,1,0)
LCount_11=LCount_11+1
NextSubScan
'Turn AM16/32 Multiplexer Off
PortSet(2,0)
Delay(0,150,mSec)
'Turn AM16/32 Multiplexer On
PortSet(3,1)
Delay(0,150,mSec)
LCount_9=1
SubScan(0,uSec,32)
'Switch to next AM16/32 Multiplexer channel
PulsePort(1,10000)
'Type T (copper-constantan) Thermocouple measurements Temp_C_2() on the AM16/32 Multiplexer:
TCDiff(Temp_C_2(LCount_9),1,mV2_5C,2,TypeT,PTemp_C,True,0,_60Hz,1,0)
LCount_9=LCount_9+1
NextSubScan
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'Turn AM16/32 Multiplexer Off
PortSet(3,0)
Delay(0,150,mSec)
'Call Data Tables and Store Data
CallTable(SlowTable)
EndIf
'Generic Single-Ended Voltage measurements Vel()
VoltSe(Vel(),10,mV5000,5,True,0,_60Hz,1,0)
CallTable(FastTable)
NextScan
EndProg
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